Econ 408b. International Trade Policy

**Day / time:** T 1:30 - 3:20 pm  
**Course Type:** Undergraduate  
**Course term:** Spring  
**Year:** 2017  
**Instructor(s):** Giovanni Maggi

Permission of instructor required

This is an advanced course focusing on the theory and empirics of trade policy. There are two strict prerequisites: (i) Econ 184 (international economics); (ii) intermediate microeconomics. The course focuses mainly on three topics: (1) Welfare and distributional implications of trade policy: Who gains and who loses from international trade? Is it possible for gainers to compensate losers, so that everyone gains from trade? (2) The political economy of trade policy: Why are seemingly inefficient trade barriers so widespread? Do governments have incentives to pursue beggar-thy-neighbor policies at the expense of trading partners, generating international Prisoners’ Dilemma situations? How are trade policies influenced by special interest groups and individual voters’ preferences? (3) The role of international trade cooperation: Why do countries sign trade agreements? How are they negotiated? How should trade agreements be designed? What are the tensions between national sovereignty and international trade courts? What can we learn from the experience of the WTO, NAFTA and other trade agreements?

*Prerequisites:* (1) *Econ 184 (International Economics)*; (2) *Intermediate microeconomics.*

[Also GLBL 238]

**Semester offered:** Spring  
**Undergrad Course Category:** International

**Source URL:** [https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-408b-international-trade-policy](https://economics.yale.edu/courses/econ-408b-international-trade-policy)